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======================= From the makers of ChessZen, now in Tabletop Game format. ChessLocke is Chess with RPG elements. Your
pieces gain experience points, level ups, and new abilities to unlock and upgrade as you progress through a campaign where every game is unique.
ChessLocke uses standard Chess movements on an 8x8 game board, but your pieces will also have a set of new abilities to help you win games. The
object of ChessLocke is to land on the enemy Throne and stay there for 1 turn. The Throne is simply the square where the Kings always start. Unlike
traditional Chess, if the King is captured, the game continues. Once a game ends, your total experience points (XP) will be accumulated to spend on
new abilities and upgrades for those abilities. You will accumulate XP by winning games, capturing enemy pieces, and other various achievements.
Each power piece has 3 unique abilities to help win games that may assist in capturing enemy pieces, defending ally pieces, and other utility. For
example, the Knight has a Joust ability, which allows a straight-line attack. The Bishop has a Revive ability, which allows the player to bring back a

removed piece. The King has Dub Knight, which allows a Pawn to be promoted to Knight for the rest of the game. Players will decide which abilities to
purchase to use in game. The single-player Campaign consists of 50 missions where piece placements are different for each game. For example, your
Rooks may swap places with your Bishops, you might start with only 5 Pawns, or maybe your Knights start on the 3rd row. There may be Walls placed

on certain squares in a game where neither player may land nor pass through, however Knights can jump over Walls as they can jump over ally or
enemy pieces. Completing the Campaign unlocks the Dungeon, which is 50 more missions, but instead of each mission having equal pieces and
advantages, the Dungeon's opponent will have more pieces and better advantages positional. Each mission will be like a puzzle you must solve.

Please join the Discord server below for any questions and the latest updates.
=======================================================================================

Google Play Store Version v0.7 Download link:
=======================================================================================

About the Game: ======================= From the makers of

Fraymakers Features Key:
Farm Together - Laurel Pack is a fantasy farming game set in a vibrant and sun-kissed fantasy world.

Vibrant blend of farming and RPG game experience will bring you more fun to the game play.
Build your farm out of all kinds of animals and plants.
Explore the beautiful and varied fantasy landscape.

Carry out appropriate and honest deeds and build your reputation.

Game Overview:

A rich fusion of adventure and farm sim experience in a beautiful and colorful fantasy world, Farm Together - Laurel Pack brings the farm sim experience into the next level. With game play features such as trading, farming, raising animals and cities, and factions, you can build your
farm as you wish. Mixing farming and RPG elements, the game world is a vibrant and lively one.

With the direct driving elements from farming, you can set weekly goals to maximize your farm's productivity and accomplish them in a shorter amount of time.

Game Play:

In Farm Together - Laurel Pack, you start out with a beautiful town and a mysterious castle. Your goal is to build your farm and place down as many animals and plants as you want. In the game world, there are so many interesting places and events.

After a few adventures, you can build your farm and make it bigger and richer. You can explore all the places, get new items and fight battles, and do as many deeds as you can. You can choose one of the eight factions out there and mix and match your favorite faction in order to
expedite your goals. To throw stones into other castles or to speed up your actions by giving assistance, you can do as many appropriate deeds as you can.

With the full turn-based battle system, it is easy to challenge. Get ready for a variety of goblins, trolls, bugs and other creatures when you put your trust into your farm.

Game Features:

Build your farm with animals and plants

Explore the fantasy world through a great and vibrant story

Build your farm as you wish. Choose the factions you want to join.
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